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Important event to be reported: Litigation
SIF Transilvania informs the shareholders and investors that, in accordance with the information
available on the courts portal, through Sentence no. 239/2020 of 17.07.2020, delivered by the
Bucharest Court of Appeal in File no. 5964/2/2018, the Court took notice of SIF Transilvania (as
plaintiff) withdrawal from the legal proceedings.
The court decision was pronounced with right to appeal within 15 days from the communication date.
The object of the above mentioned file was our company’s request, filed against the FSA (the
defendant), through which we requested the Court:
- to order the annulment of the FSA Decision no. 652/24.05.2018 on the settlement of the preliminary
complaint filed by our company against the FSA Decision no. 516/22.04.2018;
- to approve on the merits the preliminary administrative complaint filed against the FSA Decision no.
516/22.04.2018, whereby the Authority took note that the provisions of art. 2861 of Law no. 297/2004
were no longer applicable to the „Frăţilă Group”;
- to censor the unjustified refusal to settle our company’s request regarding the concerted action in
respect of the holdings of the “Banca Transilvania-SIF Moldova Group” and to approve on the merits
SIF Transilvania’s request to find the concerted action of “Banca Transilvania - SIF Moldova Group”;
- to obligate the FSA to issue a decision to find the concerted action in relation to our company of the
two shareholder groups, namely „Frăţilă Group” and „Banca Transilvania – SIF Moldova Group”.
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